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A Message With an Impact From Your Scientific Community!
Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, Math.
STE(A)M education is
YOUR path forward regardless if you are a boy or a
girl, your country of birth,
skin color…to build your
confidence, skills and
knowledge to become an
expert in a field that fires
your curiosity the most. So
why would you let any barrier get in front of you, holding you back?
Odd as it might sound to
you at this point in your
young life, but the successful people you see in the
picture have experienced
the needed ups and downs
during their studies and
professional careers but
whatever it was that
crossed their path, they
never gave up on their
passion and to become an
expert in their field.
And you know what, if
these people can do it, you
can too!
From left to right (top):
1) International PR expert,
Space Technology Commercialization Transfer advisor
and role model for
Space4Woman Network by
UNOOSA, Chiara Chiesa.
2) Theoretical physicist and

expert on Albert Einstein’s
theories, Prof. Emeritus Ronald Lawrence Mallett, who
is best known for his research on gravitational frame
dragging by light (aka Time
travel by laser light). 3) Social psychologist and the

Click, or tap, on the photo and read the full article via
the website of The Next truth
Cornelia H. Dudley Prof. of
Psychology at Knox College
in Galesburg, Illinois Frank
T. McAndrew who became
best known for his pioneering work on gossip, creepiness and the psychology of
mass shootings.
From left to right
(middle): 1) Global Young
Academy Co-Chair and Associate Prof. at the Indian
Institute of Science Education & Research Kolkata
Anindita Bhadra. 2) German-born theoretical physicist, Albert Einstein (14
March 1879 – 18 April 1955)
3) Paranormal Underground
Magazine’s editor in chief,
Cheryl Knight-Wilson and
PUG’s publisher Chad
Wilson.

From left to right
(bottom): 1) Near-Death
and Out-of-Body Expert and
the author of “The Wonder
of You” Lynn Kathleen
Russell. 2) Matthew J.
Sharps, PhD, Professor of
Experimental Psychology,
California State University,
Fresno, specializing in forensic cognitive science.
3) Shaman and author of
the workbook, "The Way to
Self-Healing Workbook:
Your Guide for the Journey
Inward through the Power
of Your Mind" and contributor to TNT, Tony Damian.
Click on the photo to read
the full article via the website
of The Next Truth and learn
all about the research of these
experts.
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Sasquatch; Legend Meets Science
The Lakota believed in a
powerful, burly figure
they called “ChiyeTanka”, or "Big Elder
Brother". The Eskimos
called it "bushman". The
Colville Indians call him
"Sasquatch" and the
Hoopas of northern California call him "Omar".
In 1604, French navigator
Samuel de Champlain
ominously described a
frightful monster, what
bears the name "Gougou".
In 1811, explorer David
Thompson was hiking
through the Rockies when

Idaho State University's Prof.
of Anatomy and Anthropology, Jeff Meldrum weighs
in on the evidence for the
existence of Bigfoot. Click
Prof. Meldrum’s Photo and
listen to his TNT-Podcast

he stumbled upon some
seriously massive footprints, while an 1884 edition of a British Columbia
newspaper called 'The
Daily Colonist' reported
the capture of a young,
gorilla-like primate called
"Jacko." In 1924, a group
of miners in Washington
claimed to have been besieged all night long by a
troop of hairy ape-man in
a chasm now known as
"Ape Canyon".

hominid, a member of the
human family like Neanderthals that were
thought to be extinct
or...could it be a hoax.

Is it a bear? Could it be
some kind of giant ape or,
some kind of ancient

Click here to visit Prof.
D. J. Meldrum ISU Bio.

Bigfoot, Yeti, sasquatch…
it strikes fear and the
imagination. Is it real or
myth and why hasn't anyone captured a Bigfoot.
With all the leading technology scientists have
today, why haven't they
found definitive evidence?

I am proud to say that,
after 2.5 years, The
Next Truth is known
in 16 different
countries!
Many thanks for all
your eye-opening
contributions, amazing
support and incredible
trust you have given
the magazines in the
past 2.5 years. I hope,
together with you, to
build an even more
solid bridge in the
upcoming years that
reaches and connects
young people globally!

„I Analyzed All of Trump’s Tweets to Find Out
What He Was Really Saying.“
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn … the social media
platforms are neither unfamiliar with us nor with
those occupying the White
House or government
agencies in general. Its
silent comunication has
creeped into our daily
activities.
But what are they really
saying? Is there a hidden
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message in, for instance,
their tweets? Are these
short messages truly influencing our thoughts?
“In 2017, I began to collect all of his tweets, going
back to June 16, 2015, the
day he announced his
candidacy”, Assistant
Prof. Michael Humphrey
writes in his article.
“I kept at it until Jan. 8,

NEWSLETTER

2021, the day Twitter
permanently suspended
his account. But in those
20,301 tweets I learned
something more fundamental about how the
45th president of the
United States used Twitter to tell his own story.“
Click the profile photo of
Prof. M. Humphrey and
visit his website.
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The Body Language of the Eyes
An interesting fact you like to
know about eye movements and
body language is that there is a
past and there is a future. And
it really comes into play when
you're asking someone questions.

The eyes are often called 'the
windows of the soul' as they can
send many different non-verbal
signals. But eye movements can
mean a myriad of different
things.

When you're asking someone
what did they do yesterday,
you'll often see that their eyes
will look to the left which is
thought of being the past. If
you're asking them what did
they do yesterday and they're
looking to the rigth (the future),
you might have a clue that
maybe they're making something up.

"I look at the eyes principally to
tell me when someone is comfortable, relaxed or suddenly
troubled by a subject or an
event", former FBI Joe Navarro
writes in his article The Body
Language of the Eyes: The eyes
reveal what the heart conceals.
"It is interesting to note in my
own observations that when we
are most comfortable we have
the luxury of looking away and
we find comfort there as we
retrieve facts from our memory
or ponder the future."

“The eyes
serve as
conduits of
information
we have relied
on for
thousands of
years.”

Click on the profile photo of Joe
Navarro and visit his website.

The May 2021 Edition of The Next Truth
Can we cross the bridge of
classical reality?
That is a tricky question. There
are many plausible answers, and
theories, aiming in plural and
plausible directions. But regardless of how we wrestle with this
question, in some enigmatic way,
most of us end up with a form of
“Platonic realism,” which states
that the “visible world of particular things is a shifting exhibition,
like shadows cast on a wall by the
activities of their corresponding
universal ideas or forms.”

Hard to endure but renowned scientists are trying to wrap their
minds around this question of
what this foggy state of the mind
is. But is it really a foggy state we
seem to be stuck in? Or, may we
think of it as a strange kind of an
overlapping of different frames of
space and time where a primordial
energy is forming its own density
and, for us, creating recognizable
objects in a ‘reality’?

A New Dutch Reiki Practice “Mystic Ways”
“Spiritual Healing runs in our family”, Dutch Reiki practice Veronique
Lamers says. “And, as far as I can
remember, I always had a particular
energy radiating from my hands
what had a warm and tingling feeling.
Reiki is something what is woven in
Veronique’s heart and she really
want to continue to practice and expand her abilities. This has awoken a
deep need within her to take this

exciting new step of remodeling and
furnishing a small but professional
space in her home so that, once this
terrifying virus, aka Covid, is reduced in its presence, she can receive
people who will benefit from her
spiritual healings.
Click, or tap, the pendulum and visit
Veronique’s Face Book page “Mystic
Ways”. Click here to read the full
article via The Next Truth website.
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The Next Truth’s Goal
“Young People Science” is created for you to let your
excitement and curiosity explode every two months when
reading your next issue. And, as we continue to evolve
the magazine, we ask you to contact us when you have
conducted a super fun experiment with your classmates,
when you have visit an amazing exhibition with your
school or maybe you have met a very famous scientist,
just to name a few examples, so that we are able to
meet and exceed your expectations.
Email The Next Truth your experiences, stories and photo’s
via info@nexttruth.com and we will publish it for you to
show your parents, teachers and friends with the free PDF
of the edition your work is published in. Or simply follow
the links below and post your cool science on Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter.
Follow Young People Science via Facebook:
facebook.com/YoungPeopleScience
The Next Truth via Twitter: @MariaAnnavanDri
Inspire others by sharing your experiences, stories and
photo’, articles, video’s via the LinkedIn group:
linkedin.com/groups/9032312/
For purchasing your own digital and/or a
print version of the magazine visit:
magcloud.com/browse/magazine/1512517

Is Learning How to Expand Our Consciousness the Bridge
to Build Between the Human Mind and AI?
For a long time, humans have
wondered whether machines
could eventually achieve consciousness or, whether artificial
intelligence would ever reach a
state of self-awareness.
The exact definition of AI is
hotly debated and there are
already many fantastic explanations of AI on the internet but
broadly speaking, AI is advanced statistics and applied
mathematics which harnesses
new advances in computing
power and the explosion of
available data to give computers
new powers of inference, recognition, choice and, eventually,
possessing an awareness of its
own consciousness.
Will future AI really be able to
do so? Well, the first thing that
is important to understand is
that all that exists, whether

seen or unseen, when it is broken down into its simplest and
most basic form of energy, consists of a rate of frequency.
To begin to comprehend the
nature of Consciousness, and to
directly experience an
‘Expanding Consciousness’
through increasing ones personal frequencies, one must go
beyond flat linear thinking,
thought addiction and stop accepting everything one has
been told by others as fact and
truth.
Will AI be able to train its own
‘mind’, step into the realm of
direct cognition and higher sensory perceptual experiences
what then allows it to perceive
things as they really are and
not what it, perhaps, wishes
them to be?

In an upcoming TNT-Podcast
we are speaking with Partner
& Trainer in accelerating
thinking at Council for Human
Development Swiss Association, Anna K. Hiltensberger
and Founder, Director and CEO
at Consciousness Coin, Kern
Frost about how we can learn to
expand our consciousness and,
is this the future bridge to build
between the human mind and
AI?

